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This volume offers the autobiography of artist Adrian Piper (1948, New York). Established as a conceptual and minimalist artist as well

as a performer on the New York art scene of the late 1960s, Piper traces in these pages – enriched with personal photographs,

drawings and poems – his human and professional history.

“Do you want to know why I left the United States and why I refuse to return? This is why. (…) Instead the hard, stony layer of ego that

separates the sprout within it from all the outer layers that surrounded it, begins to melt and disintegrate as it unravels, releasing its constricting

death-grip on the tiny, now highly impacted sprout trapped inside it, allowing the sprout to inhale endlessly, to take everything into it, to expand

without limit, to disperse and evaporate into everything it has ever been, everything that has ever surrounded it, everything it left behind when it

began to unspool from its wrappings. Then you are really free. That is when you become the self you really are.”

Text in English and Italian.

Adrian Piper (1948, New York), established as a conceptual and minimalist artist as well as a performer on the New York art scene

of the late 1960s, Piper raises often uncomfortable questions about politics, racial and gender identity, and asks people to confront

truths about themselves and the society in which they live. The concept of permanent struggle against racism, xenophobia, social

injustice and hatred is the core of her philosophical, artistic and activist practice. As a woman artist and philosopher, Piper’s work also

often questions her experiences of sexism and misogyny. In this sense, her research has inspired entire generations of contemporary

artists. She won the Golden Lion award as best artist at the 2015 Venice Biennale.
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